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Abstract: The paper contains the proofs of some cri-
teria for the convergence of the Fourier series of a con-
structive function. In particular, the theorem about the 
convergence of the Fourier series of a constructive func-
tion of weakly bounded variation is proved. 
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Introduction. One of the main results of my thesis 
[93 is proved in the paper. On the basis of the results of 
the work [93 all the basic theorems of the theory of trigo-
nometric Fourier series hold in constructive analysis. It 
is possible to prove most of these results by means of the 
methods closely related to the methods by which they are 
proved in classical mathematics. This, however, does not 
hold for the theorem on the convergence of the Fourier se-
ries of a constructive function of weakly bounded variat-
ion. In classical mathematics this theorem is proved by 
means of the theorem on the representation of a function 
of bounded variation as the difference of two non-decrea-
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sirg functions. In the constructive analysis this does 
not hold 171 for constructive functions of weakly bound-
ed variation and therefore it was necessary to find a dif-
ferent method"of the proof. 
Theorems 1 - 4 are constructive analogues of well-
laiown theorems of the classical theory of Fourier series 
(see e.g. L81). 
Fundamental definitions. Normal algorithms [33 will 
be called simply "algorithms". If the algorithm 01 is ap-
plicable to the word P, this fact is denoted by I CJt (P) 
and the result of the application of the algorithm OL to 
the word P is denoted by Gfc(P). The Markov princip3e is 
used: For every algorithm OL and every word P, 
M l ! OL (P) =D 1 C£(P) always holds. All assertions are to 
be understood in accordance with the rules of the construc-
tive interpretation of propositions L43. 
*f 
Natural and rational numbers as well as FR-numbers 
are defined in L51* We shall often use the term "point" in-
stead of "FR-number". An algorithm f is called a construct-
ive function of a real variable (or only function) 163 if 
it satisfies the following two conditions: 
1) For any FR-number x, if !f(x), then f(x) is FR-
number; 
2) Vxy (if(x)8c x = y=> !f(y) & f(x) = f(y)). 
Any constructive function is continuous in any point in 
which it is defined t63. We shall use (with or without 
strokes and subscripts) 
m, n as variables which vary through natural numbers, 
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0,3c, Z as variables which vary through integers, 
a,b,c ft ,u,v,x,y,<*, fi , tf , <T , p,, £ as variables which 
vary through PR-numbers and 
f,g,h as variables which vary through functions. 
A set wi l l be understood as a set of PR-numbers, i . e . 
the word M of the form A p$*(p), where p is one of the 
variables for PR-numbers and 0^(p) i s a one-parameter 
formula [43 with the parameter p. Por this set M we define: 
q e E ^ ? ^ ( q ) , where q is also one of the variables for 
PR-numbers. We denote by R the set of a l l PR-numbers. Let 
M̂  and Mg be two se t s . We define: M̂ S Mg %? V x (xeH1-=» 
=> xeM^). The set A x (a«fx<rb) (where a and b are ex-
pressions denoting PR-numbers and m « b) i s called a seg-
ment; we denote this set by &Ab. We denote: a v b -=» 
*=? A x ( a < x < b ) . 
A function f defined on the segment &A b i s calls d a 
function of weakly bounded variation on &A b i f there ex-
i s ts a PR-number u such that 
^ 5 I f (x i) - *<*£_!> I ^ «
 f ° r a «• x@ «• x-, -«- . . . 
. . . <• x^^- b. 
We understand the notions of sequence of FR-numbers and 
functions, their convergence, polygonal function on a seg-
ment and uniform^ continuous function on a segment in the 
usual (constructive) sense. We denote: 
x n ^ x - V l 3 a o VnCn£n0=> I ** - * I < *"*>. 
The concept of Lebesgue integrability and Lebesgue 
integral of a constructive function is defined in Cll. We 
denote o£(f,aAb) if f is defined on the segment a A b and 
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f is Lebesgue integrable in a .A b. One can construct an al-
gorithm which for erery a and b (where &< b), every func-
tion f such that o£(f,&Ah) produces on the basis of the 
sufficient information about the function f (this informa-
tion will be denoted by Cf 1 ) and on the basis u,V6 aAb 
the value of the Lebesgue integral of the function f from 
u to v. The value of the Lebesgue integral of the function 
Jrtir* " Lf(x)J dx. 
Let us note that if f is of weakly bounded variation 
on aAb, then f is Lebesgue integrable on &A h (see £13, 
Theorem 1). 
The following lemmas can be proved easily immediately 
from the definition of the Lebesgue integral. (In Lemma 1 
we denote the composition of the functions f9g by f« g and 
the inverse function of the function g by gn«) 
Lemma 1. Let c and d be FB-numbers, let c4=0 and let 
g be such that V x (g(x) * c • x + d). Then 
{*) ^(f,aAb) m i£(f o g, mill (g-1(a),g-1(b))A max 
and J^ r f(x)3 dx * e. f M [f (c. x + d)3 dx 
if one side in (* ) holds. 
Lemga 2. Let of(f.aAb), let f be periodic with pe-
riod u and let u « b - a. Then for every oc and fi (whe* 
re 06 -< & ), S6 (f, oc A fh ) and for every PE-number c, 
Г




The functions sin and cos and PB-number Of can be defined 
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by means of the well-known power series so that they have 
well-known properties especially those we shall use. 
Fourier series 
Definition. Let X (f ,0A 2 .JT). .Chen obviously there 
exist the sequences "ta^ ̂ _Q and 't̂ 'i ̂ si such that 
A
 iar 
(1) \ / k C(k>0=> ^ » 3p • / .E f (x)« cos kx3dx) & 
A ± V 
&(k>0=> b k » ~- • / E f ( x ) • s i n kx3 d x ) ) . 
These sequences will be called the sequences of the Fou-
rier coefficients of the function f; a^, b^ will be cal-
led the Fourier coefficients of the function f$ 
we shall denote by a* the functions such that v m 
(2) V x(s^(x) * j • aQ + ̂ 4 (*-£* cos kx + b^* sin kx)) 
The sequence ^ m ^ m will be called the Fourier series of 
the function f. 
Notation. We shall denote by Sn the functions such 
that 
(3) V x(S^(x) = 1 + 2'JJJE^ cos 2 kx). 
If ist(f,0AZ3f) and f is periodic with period 2 or , we 
shall denote this fact by (P (f ,OA2or). 
Theorem 1 can be proved easily in the same way as in 
classical mathematics (see e.g. £81). 
Theorem 1. Let §£(f,0A2:r). Then V mx (s^(x) * 
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^.jr^fuj.^c^^)!^) 
If <P(ff0A2ar')f then 
.X-.-ST 
v4) Vix(sJ(x) - - - ; • / [ f t u J . S ^ t - y i - ) ] au & 
•X-Stf 
* a m ( x ) s Ir 'S* £ ( ř ( x + 2 t ) * f ( x - 2t)) • V t ) 3 d t ) # 
In particular, i f f i s a function such that \/x(f(x) s 1 ) , 
we obtain 
V в ( l - | . ГCS и (t )Зđt&Vx(l-^--/ o t v x "
 a u * 
& 1 S I i r * i - » , : S m C " 3 ~ : i d u ) > * 
Theorem 2. Let f be of weakly bounded variation on 
aAb* Then there exists a FE-number A such that 
V<u,oc(l(<a>08ca, «- oo-cti <:&«* f =3 
(5) 
.slj\f(xV<^^ -
Proof. There exists u such that for every non-decrea­
sing f inite sequence "t<**,%,Sĵ * <> °* -^numbers in aAb we 
have 
(6) j j . , 1 * ^ - « ^ - l > ' * «• 
Then obviously also there exists v such that 
(7) V x(x€aAb .=D 1 f(x) \ <r v). 
Let A -% 2 • (u + 3 • v ) , (** -> 0 and a <<? oc -< |3 *«- b. Accor-
ding to Lemma 1 
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(8) t*tf(*>.Ai»««]ei»c-l. f^ltfeyy^yldy-. 
^xC * (CI/ ^ftd. v " 
Obriously -i~t 3 J M ((Jk-4).3f 6ft-ec<•&..# & X-^r'^^./3-c(£+'f>'3r)-
Let 
(9) C .%-4 ) .^ £ ( a.oo<Jt .3r 8<X.^(6<c*.-fi<C..e-i-4).OT' . 
Then obviously k - U i . One can construct the non-de-
creasing f i n i t e sequence ^ ^ L - j ^ - 4 8 u c l 1 ***** 
We have 
(io) d«©^]ii*mA C^c4^f]^ • 
Let k#kj £ £ + 1 . Then / $ j ^ A/y-. s ( - j . - ' l ) ' JTA £ • JT . 
We have V ^ ( ^ € ( £ - 4 ) . #.&£.. ̂ .=3 AXrn,Afr*m i-if""* \*i<n>ty\) -
Hence 
According to Lemma 1 
(12) ^ C f ® . l . ^ ^ l 3 ^ - f ^ ^ i ^ 4 ' ^ * 1 ^ 
Let us suppose that k < X + l , a?om (10) - (12) we cfctain 
f «•<*- . M L * . . . . . * - < r * 
a * A 
(13) < ^s^vlldv+^C-Ar' [*t£(*+%*r)< 
-• iM^^IU^-^n J t£(& + £*)* \M"V<$> 11 <*<& 
Because at (13) , (8 ) , (7) and (9) 
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(14) i f t £ ( ; x ) . y w n ^ x l o l . x ) « . 4 - - - C2"ir- f t/^ruALldn^ + 
Let 1c * * + 1. By (9) then l- trr 4 ^ . oc -c <«,. £-c a * 4 > - T , 
hence by (8) and (7) 
]/W).^^3d^ u***nH> 
hence C14) holds a l so for k - Z + i # i n view of ( 6 ) , (7) and 
(9) 
(15) V/aCAicO^arzDlX ( - 4 > ^ f / £ * ^ * r ) 1 «* *-*- «r) . 
From (14) and (15) i t fo l lows 
(16) I J t£Cx)./sum/^^Ict-x ! « • - ; • C^+3-ar)- / r y ^ ^ I U / j p — . 
Let us denote the formulas (9) and (16) by A and J9 r e s -
pec t ive ly . We have proved Jl => ® 7 hence 3M,Ji A -=> J3 , 
hence ~\-\3%lA ZD - n 35 and because - i " i 3 ^ £ J l , we have 
i n 3J , hence (16) . The as ser t ion (5) has been proved f o r 
s i n , for cos i t can be proved analogously. 
Theorem 3« Let !j£,(g faAb). Then 
J IfyM-s^^xldx^^^ 0 uniformly with respect to 
«c, p> e «/ A Jtr and J^t^Cx")- coi> ^ x 3 <ix ^ j ^ * 0 
uniformity with respect to oc, fi e a, A $r % i.e. 
(17) V/rv 3(U^V(ctoc/&({t>(t4-0& c<,(-6 a^A -G- => 
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In particular, if .sfitf , 0 A 2jr ) and "i^fk^^Q, ^&&$&-/\ are 
the sequences of the Fourier coefficients of the function 
f, then o ^ j ^ * 0 and ^ j — * 0 , 
Proof. By Theorem 4 in til it follows from the defi-
nition of Lebesgue integral that for n there exists a func-
tion f of bounded variation on a&b (even polygonal on 
aab) such that f^t I % (x) - f (x) I 1 GLX < QT^'A . By 
Theorem 2 we have (5). Let ru,0 -%
 tft^* .A . Then for <GL:> 
> (t̂ 0 (hence ff ~ > -T£ ) and oc f (I € a, A. &- , 
l j ^^ (x ) . c^ ( a .x3( i^Uj | ^ t l ^Cx) - -£C .x) \3< ix + 
^l^tfC^).co6(^^3cixU2^"*\ A ^ r ^ . 
The assertion (17) has been proved for cos, for sin i t can 
be proved analogous3y. 
Lemma 3 i s proved in the same way as in c lass ical ma-
thematics (see e.g. [83, the proof of Theorem 31) on the 
basis of Theorem 3 and using the second mean-value theorem 
for Lebesgue integral (see C2J, p . 264). 
Lemma 3* Let 5 H £ , 0 A 2*r) , l e t 0 < <f<- c <r j -
and le t ^ 9 ^ 5 ^ *>e the sequence of functions such that 
Vm,x(t^*) «/*[(£Cx + 2*) + £ C x ~ 2 t ) ) . ^ C t ) J 4 / 0 . 
Then "Lfyfgjitfy converges vtniform3y on R to zero. 
Notation. If (P Cf; 0 A 2 ar ) , then we shal l denote 
for a fixed cf by > ^ the function such that 
V ^ C ^ C x ) - - ! . / HCf(x4.-2i) + f C x - 2 t ) ) . ^ / m C i ) 3 o t t ) . 
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Theorem 4* Let 9 (f ,0 A 2m ) and let 0 < o ^ - < - ^ . 
Then i^fo- ^ / m ^ m v converges uniformly on B to zero. 
In particular, if f is such that V x(f (x) * 1 ) , then w e 
Proof, By Theorem 1 we have 
f 
4m,(*)-J£Mm !*£• t'Cf <x«*t)+ f Cx~J2i))*S^CtX3<£*. 
Hence by Lemma 3 (where c * -y- ) the assertion of the 
theorem holds. 
Lemma 4. Let for f ,m,n and PR-numbers a,b,A,x, e , cT 
i t holds a< bf S£(f ,aAb), e > 0 , m + €. -* x -€-b - e , 
0.*<r.*^i*(f , | ) ,«»>l. .(--^--l) and 
(18) VccfSfa«*-=/&-= .fr => l^£(W.-^i- . ff»+4>-^l-- i .I^j-^p,)• 
Then 
ci9) iS^icsCx^y-s^i-tncLt \+ MAdES^ll whbr% 
(20) <yCx,t) « f(x + 2t) + t(x - 2t) - 2* f ( x ) . 
Proof. Let the assumptions of t n e lemma be satisfied. 
Then 
2.-.m4- 1 :2.*'m.+4 -* 
hence -i—-»•-
/faCk,t).sAtt):a<it«J^ 
V V ' *fcn,t f 
where h and g are functions such that 
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(21) y t (h( t ) « g»(xft)» s in (2m + l ) t ) 
and Vi ( t c fAcTzD g--Ct> » ^ ^ t > 
Obviously £&(.-$v, yj&<T)9 fy i s non*-increasing on ^ A cT 
&nd /.XfTî  > 9 - ^ T ) ->-<£• CoO •>- 0 , hence by the second 
mean-value theorem for Lebesgue integral (I. 23, p.264) 
JT 
(22) ni 3 f Cr «" f ^ ^ & J rj?vCi>-^Ci>.l<ii =* 
538 - ^ — • ff C-f*C*>3<i*> . 
By using Lemma 1 we get for f 6 y &<f : 
J C^Ct)3ott-= f L9>Cx,t).^>j-vC2/i»t-t-'l)tJcit « 
C23) / -2 W ^ 2 
- r*~2ri:* C^).^^<2«m.-v>l)i-^3<i^) + ^a-af 2 
, % coi>C2*m + '1) f - co^ (2»m. *4W 
+ 2 - . f ( * 0 *—- — . 
2 . * m * 1 
We have o--«=x-v2»^'«-x-i-2-f -€• x -*• 2 • &**. x-v e «- J&* and 
a ^ x » € < x - 2 ' c r . « . x ^ 2 . f < r X - 2 - ^ * c j^. lera*, in view of 
C23) and (18) 
ir^[Jh,(i)Jdii« A^-f.l-?(x)l ^ see^^^ of (22) thll6 
V 2 • <m. + A 
(24) » j ^ * f t > . . v « - - t t i - ^ . 
We have 0 -. r -e Z- , thus w . y > J • r - ^ £ 7 - - . Jr. 
view of (24) we have (19). 
Notation. We denote M c , auvb I f a< b , li i s a set md 
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there exists a FB-numbar e ? 0 such that 
H t d v + e U C J & ' - e ) . 
Theorem 5« Let 3* (f ,0,&2:jr ) , M ^ i A b and l e t the-
re exist a IR-number A such that 
(25) V,m*©c,(.V(xeM 8c<^<oc,---:/3 *= Jb- => 
=> \£tMAjA.^(2mv+Al<^ldLjuL I «* 5 ^ n } • 
Then Fourier series of the function f converges on M to f• 
If moreover f i s uniformly continuous on a segment con-
taining M, then the Fourier series of the function f conver-
ges uniformJy on M to f• 
Proof* Obviously i t suffices to prove only the special 
assertion. Let us choose a fixed n^Oj there exists a FR-nu-
mber e > 0 such that EsCa + e ) A (b - e ) j f i s unif orm.fr 
on a segment containing M; thus there exists oT such that 
(26) 0^<r</m**v(~ , \ j and. 
(27) V x i U e M & t € QA<T=> \C9U9±)\^ ~ , 
where g>(x,t) is the same as in (20), In view of (26) by 
Sheer em 4 there exists /m?0 ̂  4- # (—"jr̂ 1 ~ ̂  J such that 
(28lVm**(*n^*m.0^^ 
Let mi« BLj and x € M» Let us denote of •% , E$ Lom-
ma i 
(29) \ f E»Cx f t ) -S_Ct>3dtl « * + » • >*(«>> ^ ^ h a v 6 
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QSÛ..£<*>**(*)* 4;, rftjXMÍ-^-W--***^ 
• í -I • r^áLftnett-1) *ad 
(311 /^9 (x,thSmCtnáLt, J% (*,*). S/w(-í)3<it+fřt<y(x,«.Sw(t)Jtít. 
Clearly 0 -< 3T-< of , thus- i n view of (27) 
| ^ 9 f x , t ) ^ C i ) ^ ^ . Obviously for 
every t we have I £ m Ct ) I *€ i + Iran* , thus 
/ c i S^Ct) 11 <it«e Cl-rm, + A) - y *.. sr- m, , hence 
(32) J / % ( * , ^ « . ^ C « . d * J «• ^ -
In view ©f (28) - (32) we have 
+ l / t . t rf(x)-£(o<) | .€-i- . (2+|f(x) l+
 A * » - | * ( « > ' ) . 
Obviously there exists a Ffi-number B such that 
Vx (x e M => If (x) I <• B ) , hance l / t (* )^f (x) l«~(a+3+ A t t" B >• 
* AH flfl. 2.13T 
We have proved that there exists a Fl-number G> G such that 
)tm.Jhmm Vimx (m* & /m,„ & x €.M => !.*_. (x) - £ (x H «• — ) . 
Thus the specie .! assertion holds* 
An immediate consequence ef this theorem is the follo-
wing theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let ?(f»0z»2dr) and there exist FR-num-
bers a,b,K such that a< b and 
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A A 
(33) V/m.ec/aCo,««c,«c fi*Mralltt£U*)*^(m+J£)^clM.\ + 
+ l f ^ C f C ^ ) . c ^ C m + - | ) ^ l « i ^ l « . 2*m+l'* • 
Then (a) the Fourier series of the function f converges on 
.avb to f and 
(b) for every A and B such that, a<A<B<b and f i s 
uniformly continuous on A A B , the Fourier series of the 
function f converges uniformly on A A B to f. 
Theorem 7, Let JP(f,OA2sir) and let f be of weakly 
bounded variation on aAb. 
Then (a) the Fourier series of the function f converge© on 
avb to f and 
(b) for every A and B such that a«<A«<B<b and f i s 
uniformly continuous on AAB, the Fourier series of the 
function f converges uniformly on A A B to f. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 there exists a FR-number K such 
that (33) holds. Hence by Theorem 6 the assertion, of the 
theorem holds. 
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